
Sustainability and recycling are the Axjo groups most 
important watchwords. Over 90% of our product portfolio 

is manufactured from recycled compounds.
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Axjo, based out of Gislaved Sweden, is a global 
company operating in more than 30 countries with 
manufacturing facilities in Sweden, China and the 
United States. The Axjo America plant is located 
in Conover, NC. It manufactures plastic spools that 
are used to transport fiber optic and other types 
of cable from Original Equipment Manufacturers 
(OEMs) to end-users as well as for OEM internal 
use. Axjo America ships throughout the United 

States from the single Conover location to meet 
customer demands. All products from the Conover 
facility are made of 100 percent post-industrial 
and post-consumer scrap material. The majority of 
the products produced are from polyethylene and 
polypropylene; however, acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene and polystyrene are also used for specific 
products and customers.

BUSINESS STORY

Injection molded 
products from
recycled plastic

PRODUCTS
The Conover location diverts 
roughly 2,750 tons per year, 
and globally Axjo diverts more 
than 5.8 million tons

DIVERSION
Telecommunications, 
Cable and Wire 
Processing

MARKET

Conover, N.C. — Catawba County



Axjo America is an engineered packaging solution provider to many of 
our customers. The more customers engage with Axjo America, the more 
sustainable opportunities are exposed utilizing recycled materials, and 

projects executed. Axjo America, working with partner customers, produce 
more than 11.5 million spools annually which used to be made from wood, 

steel and fiber board materials.
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WHERE TO BUY

CONTACT AXJO AMERICA
Tony Panozzo, President/Managing Director
Tony.panozzo@axjo.com
616-218-1037

Phillip Norman, Sales/Program Management
Phillip.norman@axjo.com
828-404-5117

This profile was created by 
Waste Reduction Partners.
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AXJO’S GREENOLOGY PLEDGE
As a global operator, Axjo realizes the importance 
of assuming responsibility for the way it works. By 
using 100 percent recycled materials and carefully 
monitoring the carbon footprint in the delivery 
chain, Axjo can provide its customers with products 
that have exceptionally low environmental impact. 
Axjo calculates the amount of carbon savings 
that it generates by using recycled content and 
annually shares that information with its customers 
and their suppliers. Axjo focuses on innovation, 
efficiency, sustainability and closed-loop recycling 
to refine its processes and ensure an even smaller 
environmental footprint.

http://www.axjo.com 
https://creativebox.se/axjo/flip/Axjo_2020_2021_katalog/index.html

